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Tena koutou, 

 

 SUBMISSION t EXTENSION OF THE MIXED OWNERSHIP MODEL 

 A PROPOSAL TO CHANGE LEGISLATION - CONSULTATION WITH MAAORI 

 

^/���}���v}����l��uµ�Z�(}��µ���}�reflect on history and our heritage to draw understanding of 

understandings for this submission. What strikes at the very heart is our  

responsibilities to understand the impact the proposal will have on future of Uri  

we represent and mokopuna including those yet to be born._ 

 

Ngaporo Waimarino Forest Trust (NWFT) manages over 6937 hectares of Forestry land located in the 

Whanganui / Ruapehu Region representing over 8,000 owners. 

 

We can never get away from the fact New Zealand has dual heritage with a shared future.  The 

question for us is, how do we balance our economic aspirations alongside cultural, social and 
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of Asse��[� ]���Æ�o]�]�oÇ� o]vl��� �Z�}µPZ�a resource we are prevented from discussing in this process 
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Article 2 of the Treaty of Waitangi states:  

^,���u�i���Ç��Z��Yµ��v�}(��vPo�v���}v(]�u���v��Pµ���v������}��Z���Z]�(���v����]����}(�E�Á�

Zealand and to the respective families and individuals thereof, the full exclusive and 

undisturbed possession }(��Z�]��o�v����v���������(}�����U�(]�Z��]����v��}�Z�����}����]��XXX_ 

The relationship of Maaori with their land is often characterised as a spiritual bond with 

Papatuanuku and a cultural kinship with the source of life t it is no coincidence that the word for the 

sustainer of life within the womb, the source of nourishment after birth, the earth itself, is in each 

case whenua.  The Mixed Ownership Model in relation to the partial sale of our four energy 

companies sit on whenua and already belong to us all. 

But the relationship is also a legal one that creates rights and obligations for those who by 

whakapapa share a spiritual and cultural tie with particular pieces of land. Example, the burying of a 
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clearly more than an expression of what has been called custom or lore.  It was in fact a defining act 

of law which gave public notice of the legal status and the place of the child. 

Customs and lore are the means by which Maaori gives expression to its values, its ideals and its way 

of seeing the world.  Law is the way in which Maaori ensures that its values and its taonga are 

regulated, protected and made safe.  Maaori law provides the mechanisms and defines the rights 

and obligations that help the custom, culture and lore to survive. 

Those rights and obligations are given practical expression within the legal processes and rules of 

Maaoridom.  The legal processes were in turn given effect through the exercise of political power or 

sovereignty necessary for the application and enforcement of any law.  In general terms that vested 

authority is Rangatiratanga. 

This sovereign power exercised is a political authority and obligation to care not just for the land.  If 

Papatuanuku is the mother and Kaitiaki of us all, the people who live with her are Tangata Tiaki, and 

the law exists to protect them both.  Rangatiratanga is a right to not only be a protector of the 

whenua, but also the authority to regulate relations between the people of the whenua. 

Maaori could make laws to regulate all that in the lives of its people. They could make the laws not 

only to monitor the taking of food from land and sea, but could also establish legal processes to 

ensure the welfare of the young and the old. 

Because the tangata whenua are born of and with the land, they live not under but with the law of 

the land. And that law exists to ensure that Mother Earth is protected and nurtured in order that 

Maaori may also be safe and secure. To make laws for the protection of the whenua is to make laws 

for the protection of us all. 

In the proposal before us, we the Trustees hold a position of responsibility, not only recognised by 

the Courts of Law but also recognised in terms of Customary Tribal Law. 

The relationship between Maaori and land provides the deepest expression of what can be termed  

“environmental whanaungatanga” or a “familial relationship” with other components of the 

environment.  What you are proposing deprives the cultural inheritance of our future generations 

and adds to the list of deprived inheritance that our mokopuna have and will bear in the future. 

It is because of this we are not in support of proposed legislation changes in relation to Mixed 

Ownership Model.  Furthermore as members of Federation of Maaori Authorities we support their 

submission and that of the New Zealand Maaori Council. 

It is clear for this Trust that any tweaking whatsoever of SOE Act and or Section 9 is a clear breach of 

Crown’s obligations to honour the Treaty of Waitangi and Maaori Customary Tribal Law. 

Naku iti nei na 
NGAPORO WAIMARINO FOREST TRUST 
 
 
Soraya Peke-Mason, Caroline Heta, Don Robinson. 
Trustees. 


